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A se'Tli-phenomenologica.l theory of the quark-ctntiquark meson 
mass spectrum is presented in \'\rhich relativistic kinematic effects 
of unequal quark masses as wPil as SU3 -breaking in Regge trajec
tor·ie.s and in radial excitations are properly taken into account. 
07:1 brea!dn.Q. effects, sug~ested by s-channel gluon exchange 
or by t -channel meson exchange, are introduced by means of an 
SU3 -sytnmetric mixinQ, matrix for the quark \VQVe functions, 
A simple ~en.--_~l·alization and extrapola.tion of the QCD expressions 
for mixing parameters from the domain of "asymptotic freedom" into 
the dornc:~in of "infrarerl slavery·" is proposed to describe a depen
dcnc(_~ of the mixing par,"'lmeter:,::. on meson masses. A condition of 
,,-~ minimum of the pion r'lCc.:.o....:o i---.:. used for calculating the pseudo-
scc-=tlc_u~ •lVl.s~e~ ,-lnd ~nixing angles, which prove to be some,vhat 

differPnt for ry CHXi T)' : ep\7j)--: -17 . .5 'ep(q') ;; -20.3 • The TJ meson 
:nc-=t::::.s is olJ;::.::.pn-f?d tn he nF1xirnum possible. The prediction for 
n1Ps0n nhi...:.s:es '--,.nd "lli'\:ins.?: ~9_n~les are in good a~reement \vith 
exper·imPt 1t, 
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1. Introduction 

The discovery of the charmed particles requires to make some 
more precise concepts of the "old" particle physics, such as su3 
breaking, chiral symmetry breaking, the quark line rule (or the 
OZI rule), and mixing of quark configurations in isoscalar states 
7- r; ', w- lf, -f - f' ,etc. (which is the phenomenological manifests t ion 
of the OZI rule breaking). The necessity of a revision of these 
and some other phenomena is dictated by the fact that in "new" 
particle physics they define principal effects rather than give 
small corrections. For example, su4 symmetry breaking is much 
larger than su

3 
breaking, and the s~ope of the J/t Regge trajec

tory is two or three times smaller than the average elope of the 
"old" particle trajectories. The OZI rule results in extremely 
small widths of the J/r and l(' and a very good theory of OZI 
breaking is necessary to understand the decays of these particles. 
Our ideas of "radial" excitations (such as f'(1.6), ~ 1 (3.7)), 
and of "exotic" many-quark systems (which probably spoil the ge
nerally simple picture of the charmonium levels) should also be 
clarified and made more quantitative. 

A consistent approach to spectroscopy of new and old par
ticles should be based on QCD (eee,e.g.(1/-/G/). However, to 
construct a complete theory, we should first understand the struc
ture of QCD at large distances, where the coupling is large, and 
to solve the notorious quark confinement problem. In first attempts 
to employ QCD in constructing hadron spectroscopy the quark confi
nement was used as a fundamental hypothesis. The simplest idea is 
to write down some equation for quark bound-states with a binding 
potential, which is -1/'t. for "t ~0 and is indefinitely rising 
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for 'l.- 00 (see,e.g.{J/,/5/). A more consistent approach was 
realized in the MIT and SLAC "bag" models and in some other 
similar models/4/. The spectrum of low-lying hadrons in these 
models is approximately the same as in earlier approaches based 
on some sort of confinement (e.g., "Dubna bag", oscillator poten
tial, etc., for a comparative review see/7/)1 >. 

A serious attempt to develop the hadron spectroscopy starting 
from the QCD Lagrangian with built-in confinement hypothesis has 
recently been enterprised in refa.110/,111 1. While the results 

are very promising, much more remains to be done. In fact, the 
problems mentioned above were not considered up to now (see, 
however, a very interesting descussion of the ~-~'problem in 
ref /11/ ). 

The aim of the present paper is to give a general and simple 
enough treatment of the meson spectrum, based on a relativistic 
dynamic quark model, but using minimum detailed information on 
interactions of the quarks. The following discussion will in ge
neral be restricted to considering the old mesons, consisting of 
the quark U 1 d, S and of the antiquarka U

1 
J, S • Charmed, 

exotic and radially excited states will be treated in subsequ
ent publications. In the next paper a phenomenological conside
ration of the radiative decays of the vector and paeudoscalar 
mesons, using the results of the present paper, will be given. 

Our approach to meson spectroscopy is frankly phenomenolo
gical and as close as possible to standard treatments (see, 
e.g./1 2/,/13/) 2 ) though, when necessary, we shall use some ba
sic concepts of QCD, dual models, etc. Our principal aim is to 
obtain a phenomenology of all quark-antiquark meson states 
which is free of shortcomings of the standard phenomenological 
models. This phenomenology should not be a substitute for po
tential models, bag theories, or QCD, it is rather aimed at 
elucidating which of the results are independent of detailed 
dynamical conaideratians, and at finding simple empirical rela
tione to be explained by a future consistent theory. 

Some of the ideas employed in what follows were first 
formulated in refs./17-21/,/7/, they are briefly summarized in 

1) Some new ideas in bag theories can be found in refs. 
/4/,/8/,/9/. 

2 ) .An extensive review may be found in refs./7/,/14/,/16/. 
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the next section. The main new result of this paper is the 
good description of the quark configuration mixing in the paeu
doacalar nonet. In the standard treatments the 7- ~' mixing 
angle is calculated by using all the pseudoscalar masses as an 
imput. Here we not only calculate the angle but also successfully 
predict one or two of the paeudoscalar masses, thus verifying 
our ideas of mixing mechanisms. 

Let us introduce the notation used below 

IGo> = ~ {liAU>Q + 1JJ>o. + lss>c::d J 

\Qg)= k{luii>Q +-IJJ>~ -2!s&>~) 
( 1.1 ) 

Here Q is the set of the quantUm. numbers (~ 1 L, S,N) defining 
the state of the quarks. For the pseudoscalar (P) , vector (\f) , 
tensor (T') , axial (A) , and scalar ( $) mul tiplets, reap. Q = 
= P,V,T

1 
A, S. The states IM~) and IMa) describing the 

heavy ( M ~) and the light ( M G!) isoscalar mesons of the multi
plet G are some superpositions of !Go) and IG 8 ) • One usual
ly defines the pseudoscalar states as 

I~]')= I R,) Ul~ 6p('?') +IPs> 'iim epC'7 1
) J 

I?> -=-IP.)b-i., 9r('?) + jPg)to~BrC~). (1.2) 

Our result for the angles Bp(?') and E1p(~) is the following 
epCrz) ""' -r1.2 o. , epC..,•) ~ -20.6 ~ 

i.e., the states 1 ?'>' and 1 'l) are slightly non-orthogonal. To 
obtain this result, we have used the value of 

t:.2 =t/ =-j
2 -u.< (1.3) 1(1 

derived from the vector meson masses, and the values of masses 
~~~ ? (the masses of the mesons and quarks are denoted by 
their respective symbols, with the exception of the pion mass). 
The masses of K and '? 1 are predicted to be I< ~. 49, ? 1:::: • 96 
(all masses in 1 GeV units) --10° 

. ) (Q) -
In the standard mixing models) Sp ~ 9p( '7) = 9p61') for quad-

ratic ( Q) mass formulae, and S~L) "' -21 ° for linear ( L) mass 
formulae. Remark that our angle 8p(~) is intermediate between the
se extremes: 

e ( 1 (eeL> + e(Q)) 
p "?) = 2: p p • 

j) For a fresh review of different mixing models and of 
their comparison with experiment see /22/, for further references 
see also 77/. 
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In the quark model another definition of mixing angles is 
obviously more natural 

l M~> = IQ~)Lo~ eM' + 1Qu>1ll1 eM' 
Q Q } 

I M~) =-I Q~)~lV) 8Mt:t + I Gu) ~ eMQ > 

( 1.4) 

where 

IQ~)= 1-s~>a, IG~'>=~{Iuu>a+ldJ>a)- ( 1. 5) 

are the wave functions of quarks with zero isospin (I= 0) • 
Note that the standard definition of the mixing angles for ~tP 
is different from Eq.(1.2): 

IM~> = IQ
8
)un 8Q(M') -IQo)~11 BQ(M')

1 ( 1.6) 

IMa)== ((~8 )s-tVJ 8a(M) +IQo>cmeQ(M) 
) 

which is rather inconvenient. The relation between our angles and 
the standard ones is given by 

8p(~) =9~+-80 -~, BQ(M) = EtM+&o 1 Q-== V,T1 A,S (
1

• 7 ) 

t3 eo = 1/-fZ 1 Go "" 35", 2C 
(the same for 7 I and M~ ). The angle eo is usually called 
the "ideal" mixing angle. 

Our excuse for a somewhat lengthy discussion of the trivial 
matter of defining the mixing angles is in that the inconvenient 
standard definitions formerly led some authors to wrong conclu
sions. Besides that, the equation (1.6) for e4l =eo gives 
I M ~ > = -/ ~~>a , and the minus sign is easy to lose. The more 
important advantage of Eq.(1.4) over Eqs. (1.2), (1.6) is a 
somewhat more clear relation of the angles 9M 8M' to OZI 

e e ~~ (j I I . 
breaking. For the exact OZI rule M = M' =O , IM~)= Q~ 
( Ma) = IG~)., and I e,..., 1,1 eM'I are growing with growing OZI ' 

violating amplitudes. 

2. Mass Formulae Without Mixing 

As in refs./18- 201, let us suppose that the wave function 
"/'ij a of the quarks CVi and ~j in the sta.te Q satisfy the 
following equations 

-'\ 

i l~Q -K'I.CMta,m~,mJ~)~'ftia- 2. M i; r<l 'lt{p~ I 
l<,t I 

(2.1) 
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where the right-hand side describes the quark mixing. The wave 
~notion 'f'ijQ depends on the relative coordinates of 'h and 
q.,1 and on Q =('J, L151 N) , where 1 is the total angular mo
mentum, L is the relative orbital momentum, ~ is the total 
spin angular momentum, and N=0,1,2,... is the radial quantum 

"~ number. We do not use any explicit form of the operator Jt0Q 
making, instead, some simple assumptions on the dependence of 

l . • r1 z 
its eigenvalues J{ija. on l1 J and ~ .Finally, K is the centrum-
of-mass momentum squared of quarks a 1 ~j : 

V I V 2 2 !2. 

~-:z (M 2 m2 m~) = j_fviZ. _l.(rn2 + m~) + (m; -mJ) (2 2) 
I L J J 4 2 ' J 4 M~ ) • 

where m1 is the mass of the i -th quark, i. =u,d,!:J, t-1 is 
the mass of the bound state to be determined by solving the 

"2 
equations. Even if 'J( is independent of i. and j , some 
symmetry breaking is implicit in eq.(2.1) due to the dependence 
of 1< 2 on quark masses. As will be shown below, some symmetry 
breaking, effective for the states with L:#=O or N+O ,must be 

".z. present in ~ • 
For the sake of completeness let us mention two simple dy

namical realizations of our phenomenological scheme. For example, 
we may assume that 

A 2 JZ ,2, 
1t~a = -R +L(Lt-1)'t- + Vij<i)(z), (2 • 3 ) 

where 't =[~c"i.J I is the distance between the quarks. Then eq. (2.1) 
essentially coincides with the Schroedinger equation,up to a dif
ferent energy momentum relation. Equations of the form (2.1) with 
X2 given by eq. (2.3) can be derived in some relativistic 

quasipotential models. In some oases the Bethe-Salpeter equation 
can be approximately reduced to similar equations. For example, 
the tightly bound pseudoscalar <~~) wave function approximately 
satisfies the equation (2.1) with 

"'2 dz [ 3] -.:<. 
j(i.jp ~-;m~ + L(L+1) +if "t + Vijp('L), (2.4) 

z 
where 't2 =(xi.11 -XJf'J is the squared distance between the quarks in 
the four-dimensional Euclidean coordinate space. A more detailed 
discussion of these and other realizations of the general equa
tion (2.1) as well as numerous references may be found in refs. 
17 I ,/20/. 

Let us 

M.~,,<t, = o 
given by 

temporarily forget about mixing, i.e.,assume that 
• Then, supposing that the dependence of ~i~~ is 
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"U 2 - /U- 1 2.. 2..) {) 
v"-ijq_- 1<-Q_ + 2CJtc +JAJ !Q_ , (2. 5) 

it is easy to obtain simple mass formulae. Postponing the dis-
cussion of the G -dependence of k~ and e61 , and using the 
isospin invariance relations U =d , )lv. =)'.J we derive the mass 
relations from the eigenvalue condition 

'i<'..~ - K2 (. 2. 2 2 ) 
v 'tl a - M ~j a. 1 »1 c: 1 mj • (2.6) 

To make the derivation more transparent introduce effective quark 
masses miQ: 

'2. 2 01 2n 1 :z. '2. .:!. c z. z e _ 2 
rn~ =mi +1tQ+)Ai!Q, m,a-mjG=mi-mJ + Jt<-)J.J) Q=~~·,~ ,(2.7) 

i.e., 
2.. 2 ( 2. 2) D :1.. 2. Z 

D.i.)G. = Ai.j + fL -}JJ c& 1 t.£1 = vrti -mJ 

Now, a simple calculation gives 

MLjq_ = vn<Q + Wlja 

and consequently 

J' =cJ 1 K" = Kv =iC'f+f) 
1 

AJ!.. = f I K'* ==- KT =!Cf'+AJ 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

The observed vector masses (see/23/) are in good agreement with 
eq. (2.10) for the tensor mesons the agreement is reasonable. 
The corresponding relations for the pseudoscalar mesons are 
badly violated. The conclusion is that mixing (or OZI violation) 
is very small for Q.::::. V , somewhat larger for G = T' and very 
large for Q =P • 

Note that the corresponding equations for the charmed par
ticles 

'JJ* = <JJv = fC'J/if +?) 1 F-* == Fv =tCJ-Ilf' + 'P) (2.12) 

predict the masses ~v, Fv to be ~ 10 MeV lower than observed 
ones, in spite of the expected smallness of mixing. This effect 
is probably related to a larger su4 breaking as compared to the 
su3 breaking - the parameter *~ may be dif~erent for the char
med particles and the "old" ones. (see 1191,1201 where the 
intriguing problem of the 7c meson is also discussed). Here we 
will not apply our mass formulae to the charmed particles, but 
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emphasize that the quadratic mass formulae are satisfied signi
ficantly worse, for example, the C£! mass is predicted to be 

w 250 MeV larger than the observed one. The obvious conclusion 
is that the linear mass formulae obtained in our model without 
mixing, are better than the quadratic formulae. Por the old 
particles the linear formulae are approximately as good as quad
ratic, though the former are slightly better. 

Note that our mass formulae are linear in spite of the fact 
that all the equations depend on squared masses. This is due to 
the relativistic kinematic relation (2.2) and to the neglect of 
the mixing effects. In the presence of such effects the mass 
formulae are neither linear nor quadratic. 

Now we introduce a dependence of ~& and f~ (see eq. (2. 5)) 
on the quantum numbers Q which in the non-relativistic limit 
corresponds to a simple picture of orbitally and radially exci
ted quarks with spin-spin ( S-S) and spin-orbit ( L -S) level split
ting. We supplement this simple picture by certain relation bet
ween radial and orbital excitations. 

Let us call the radial splitting the quantity 
2. 2. t . 2. 2... 

'&R( M;Ja) = MijQ (tJ::.f) -M;Jq_ (N=O) = Mi}G.' - M~J·G., (2 .13) 

and the "orbital splitting" the quantity 
~ l l 

SL (Mi}G) = MijG (L == 1)- Mijtt (L =0) (2.14) 

It is implied in eq.(2.1J) that all the quantum numbers Q 
except N , are unchanged. In eq. (2.14) Q=(1=L,L....1 5=qN), 
so as the L-S term vanishes for all L • Por all models (e.g., 
eq.(2.J), (2.4)) and for all potentials there exists a certain 
relation between SL and bR • The reason is very simple: both 
quantities are defined by an average "radius" R·· of the bound LJ 

state ('Lt.4) : 

~11 (M;~C¥) ---(trzJ·., -( ~z). "'p1: 1 &L(M~Iil) "'< ~2}c. ~ R./2 .. , 
LJ"' <J<i L} •J~ <j 

where the brackets denote averaging over the state ~jQ • Por 
simple potentials (linear, oscillator, Coulomb, square well, 

-2 
etc.) &~._ and ~It are proportional to Rv and are approximate-
ly independent of Q • 

For the oscillator potential 'bR!'bL = 2 , for the linear 
potential hrtfbL is slightly less than 2, and for Coulomb poten
tial SR/bL = i . If V ==-R-2("r../ft)4. , then the ratio SR./'0'-
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defines the value of (L , and the magnitude of S (or &,_ ) 
defines the dimensional parameter R • Any realistic potential 
must be of a more complicated form, and some additional infor
mation (e.g.,on decays of the vector and pseudoscalar particles) 
is required for estimating the form of the potential. 

Taking into account all these considerations we finally 
ti2 suppose that the eigenvalues of ~0~ are of the form 

4Xf
1
Q = m~ +2(p.~ +fJ~) (L t-f?JN) + )1f (Ls~J +'I [f; SLo +f~(i-2>La~C&J~*2.15 > - ..... ~ where S =:: Si + ::Oj • We have tacitly supplimented the above-

mentioned assumptions by the hypothesis of linearly rising Regge 
trajectories and used the simplest possible expressions for the 
L-S and £-S splittings. For simplicity we neglect the 
tensor forces which mix states with different values of ~ 

At first sight, the assumption Rit ~Cpz t-)Aj) , used in eq. 
(2.15), does not seem to be natural. In fact, the multiplicative 
relation between the Regge slopes ot;: o(Jj = ol ,, seems to be more 
justified/241. However, for the "old" mesons the distinction 
between multiplicative relations for oliJ' and additive relations 

-.L 
for (){iJ is practically negligible, while the latter is more 
convenient in the context of mass formulae, In the potential 
models the additive relation is easier to obtain (see,e.g.~251). 

Combining the equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.15), one easily 
obtains the universal mass formula for the mesons 

lA 2 _ m 2. 0 , ·z. 2) ( ) 2 ., ~ 1. , 1. 2. 
r'ijQ- o +"-'.fl.<+JAi L+rp/11 + Cmt+mj)-Cm,-mJ)/M· + 

'2 12 ..... 2 4-"' ..!L 2 2 </Gl(2.16) 
+~[fiFSLo+)'F(1-ow)](sisj) +f'L (LS)- 3 EQ(Mi)a,). 

A new term --! E~ has been added here, the explanation of its 
origin to be given later. For the moment, the reader is advised 
to forget about this term4 ). This formula is applicable to I= Yz 
and I=i state$. For I =0 states it can be used, provided 
mixing is very small, as,e.g.,in the vector nonet. In that case, 
as explained above, it gives the simple linear mass relations 
(2.9)-(2.11 ). 

By fixing the parameters in eq.(2.16) one can predict the 
masses of all l=.ft ,1 mesons and, for negligible mixing, the 
masses of the isoscalar particles. Taking into account the iso
spin symmetry, there are 8 independent free parameters in eq.(2.16). 

4) The magnitude of c~ is very small l E~ 1 ~.of , for all Q 
except Q:p IE 2 / < i ) p ......, ' 
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• 
To find them, let us first use the masses P K = Kv A1( 1.1 ) , Az 

H 5) I' I ' 

K =K, 
1 

:B (1.231) • Then 

rn; +2(t/+&2 ) +jJ:;?:: .814, 4~11 = ~/ ::,10g, 
'2."' :1.."" j, z 2 "-' 2. 2 2"' (2.17) 

JIF =-.0(2 
1 

)AL = .255 1 tj<u -}JF =.1580 1 2fiu +2)1? -JAF =,968. 
With these values of the parameters the masses of other states 
can be predicted. For example, gC~=3, L= 2, 5 =.1) ;;;;; (.690, 

K* CJ = 3', L = 2, s = o) ~ us o , K * c J = t, L = 1 , s = J.J ~ 1, 2 3,) 

K4 (J=1, L=f
1 

S-=O) ~ 1,'35', ?~0=1, L=2, s=O ~ 1.2b-
,j. 

The experimental masses are respectively ~ = 1.688, k = 1.784, 
Q,= 1.28, Q._"' 1.4. Some arguments in favour of the fi -particle 
with mass~~ 1.25 are discussed in ref./261. 

The parameter )AF will be fixed after considering the mi

xing effects; later on we shall show that )A~~. ff1 
With this value of )1 F we can fix the parameters )', , )'~ 

and ~ • Identifying p'{1,6) with the first radial excitation of 
the J -meson(N=1), we now find [3= 1.98, which is rather 
close to the oscillator potential prediction. Knowing this para
meter one can predict the masses of other radially excited me
sons, but any comparison with experiment would be premature

6 >. 
As the data on the scalar mesons are somewhat controversial 

we do not mention our predictions for the scalar multiplet. In 
additionJthere are good reasons to believe that the simple quark 
picture is, in this case, spoiled by mixing of the 1~ states 
with exotic Cfrif1'f states (see/9/ ~similar effects are expected 
for the charmed particles/3/,/7/,t191,/201. Neglecting such a 

LJ 2"-mixing one can obtain 1p,= 2.0 and predict the radially excited 
states of the 'J/o/ particle: 'f'' = 3. 7, '/-'

11 
= 4 .19, etc. 

A more detailed comparison of the predictions of eq. (2.16) 
with experiment will be given in another communication. Here we 
make only some general remarks. It has been shown that these 
formulae give a good description of the mass spectrum of the 
"usual" mesons and a reasonable first approximation for treat
ing the charmed particles (see/191,/20/ for more detail). The 
main symmetry violation is due to mass differences of quark•, 

5)As justified in the next section, we use f = .773, 
Kr= 1.421. For Kv we take 1:(KJ'+K;). 

6 ) For a discussion of the present status of the data on the 
mass spectrum in the interval 1+2 GeV see,e.g.,the reviews/26,27/. 
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and some symmetry breaking is obaerved in the Regge slopes (in 
. l -( ( 2. ~ -J. (" 2 -/ ~h •;-') our treatment these are ('ijlu) , 2)J.u+-?J;.5 ), •JI~J, L"i)'.c • For 

the old particles this breaking is ~ 10%, and for charmed par
ticles it is ~ 40%. The same pattern is to be observed in the 
spectrum of the radial excitations. For the S-S and L -5 split
tings the symmetry violation is expected to be significantly 
smaller as far as the corresponding parameters depend on the 
behaviour of the wave function at small distances. In fact, the 
~ectrum of the old mesons exhibits no su3 symmetry breaking in 
the S-S and L -S spli ttings, and the SU't violation is~ 20% 
for the charmed particles. (see/201). Above we have tacitly as
sumed no dependence on t,J and (!{ of the parameter m02... For 
the old particles this is justified by good agreement of pre
dicted masses with experiment. However, some effects not inclu
ded in our scheme (e.g., tensor forces) may give an effective 
dependence of m; on Q • With present data such a possibility 
is difficult to exclude for the charmed particles. 

We conclude by summarizing the main features of our approach 
as distinct from the standard treatmenta:/12/-/1 6/: 1) the rela
tivistic energy-momentum relations, esp. for unequal masses; 
2) a relation between .orbital ( l.t ) and radial ( N ) excitations; 
3) inclusion of some symmetry breaking in the dependence of the 
meson masses on L. and N • Similar formulae can be employed 
for descritling the diquark (dij) mass spectrum, the baryon mass 
spectrum, and the exotic meson cdl.) mass spectrum/181. The mass 
formulae are always linear. 

'J 'J 

3. Mixing Effects 

As bas been pointed out in refs./281-/38/, simple QCD argu
ments give the mixing matrix of the form 

Q 
Mij,Ke =-E~ s.ib,.e· 0.1) 

This corresponds to annihilation of two or three gluons in the 
s -channel of the system q,i<i:J and to further transition of the 

gluons into ~K~f • The effective Lagrangian for such a transi
tion may be written as ie.H-(qA,.'}')(fl\.,cp, where A11 (11=1, ... ,8) 
are the Gell-Mann matrices, A., =Ji I , and C(t; i' are referred to 
the guarks in the final state. We suppress here the ;1 -matrices 
de•cribing a spin dependence of the mixing ma~rix and neglect 
the colour structure. All these effects are included in the para-
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meter E~ • Introd.\ICing, tor ex.uaple, a nonet of Y .... ~ . ...oDe v: one may interpret <feff in terms of the exchange of these 
mesons in the t -channel, with the effective quark-meson Lag
rangian lvH --C'f;\.t,.t) V!:_ • The Lagrangian& cfeff and t'v'W- are 
not only SU3 -invariant but also V3 - invariant. Remark that 
the assumption of the U3 -invariance was first used by Schwin
ger/31/, who invented the mixing matrix (3.1) and derived on its 
basis his well-known mass formula7>. Schwinger's mass formula is 
quadratic in meson masses and is in reasonable agreement with 
present data, ita prediction for the f -mass being JrllF • 760. 
The linear version of the formula is better:J~ 1~ .774. 

Both linear and quadratic Schwinger's mass formulae, howe
ver, fail to describe the pseudoscalar nonet. The predictions 
of 7' with the input masses mu, K and ? are resJ>. }r 1. 61 , 
"/;Ll = 2.34. To avoid this difficulty it was proposed/29 that 
e~ is strongly dependent on the bound state mass M • This is 
very natural in QCD as E~U1')-ot;01') and e.}(M') ""'ol 3(M~ 
(see,e.g.{2/,/3/). However, this dependence for the linearsmass 
formulae/29/ proves to be unreasonably stron~ - e;(!]')I£~('7''J""f,6, 
which is difficult to reconcile with E)('f')/€~ (w'-) "".i • This dif
ficulty has not been discussed in refa.128/,/30/ treating the 
same mixing mechanism in the context of the quadratic mass for-

2 ~~ 2. mulae. Assuming a dependence of E~ on ,-, to exist also in 
this case, one can find that e/('11'-)/E~(~'J::>3.6, and E:~('f'-)!Ev1(tJ.l}--1_, 
leading to the same difficulty. In addition, both "linear" and 
"quadratic" predictions for the pseudoscalar mixing angle are in 
poor agreement with present data on radiative decays of the 
vector mesons and with data on ~~~~ production at high energies 
(see/22/ ). For the quadratic formulae 8P('l)~ - 5.4°, 8p(t? 1) ';;;: 

-19~8°, for the linear - Gp('Y])~ -11.1°, 9p('?')S: -44.7°. In 
the next paper it will be shown that these angles are inconsis
tent with the decay data unless OZI violating terms not included 
in 7- il', w-<p mixing are unreasonably large. The linear angles 
badly disagree with the high-energy production data, and the 
quadratic angles give the value of G'{'?')k;('f/.) which is ~ f larger 
than the experimental result. 

The mixing mechanisms in question share with the standard 
mechanisms (see/1 2/-/16/) the following deficiency. Either none 
of the paeudoscalar masses is predicted, or the prediction is 
very bad. An exterme of this feature is presented in the inte-

7) This tact was overlooked in refs. /28/-/30/ as well as 
by the present authqr w~o ~ndependently introduced a similar 
mechanism in refs. /7/,/18/. 
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resting paper/321, where a large su3 breaking has been intro
duced into the mixing matrix. As a result, all the peeudoecalar 
masses and the mixing angle 8p{'/) = 8p("l'J;;;: -jOe should be used 
for a description of the pseudoecalar nonet. In addition to poor 
agreement of this angle with experiment, there is no way to check 
up the consistency of the assumptions within the old particle 
family. 

We will not discuss other, more exotic mixing schemes as our 
approach is a di~ect generalization of those based on eq. (2.1). 
In ref./7/ we have developed a mixing scheme starting from eqs. 
(2.1), (2.2), (2.15) with the mixing matrix (3.1). Even assuming 
no dependence of c: on M 2. we have succeeded in describing V 
and 1' multiplets and the masses of the peeudoecalar mesons 7, 

1 2. 2"- ) rz and K • For the optimum value of £f' ( E,. = . 524 the 
mixing angle is predicted to be 9,("1)~ 8p('?') ~ -20.1° and the 
fitted masses of ? and '?' are 1 = .542, f?'= .963. In spite 
of the bad prediction for the pion mass ( mv~ .28) the descrip
tion seems to be more successful than those discussed above, 
as the dependence of € 2 on M;z.. is rather weak and the mixing 
angle is in nice agreement with experiment. With~egard for 

- 2c· """ '2r. J~ such a dependence, we have obtained Ep '1')= 9 0605, £P~'7' =.0503, 
9p(l))£::: -17.6°, Sp(rz'):;;: -20.9°. This improvement is solely due 
to the relati~istic kinematic relation (2.2). If we omit the 
last term in this equation, we reproduce the quadratic formule 
of refs.I281,/30/,/311. Substituting, in addition, masses for 
squared masses, we arrive at the linear relatione of ref./291. 

To successfully describe also the pion it has been suggee
ted/19/,1201 to generalize the mixing mechanism (3.1) as fol
lows. As is well known, the lJ3 symmetry, implied in eq.(3.1), 
results in unpleasant consequences for the peeudoecalar mass 
spectrum (the eo-called (]~ -problem, eee,e.g./331). Recently, 
a possible solution of the problem has been outlined in the 
course of deveioping new ideas on the infrared properties of 
QCD/34/. It seems quite probable that the two-gluon anomaly, 
along with a rearrangement of the vacuum due to inetanton contri
butions. reduce the undesirable u3 -symmetry to u1 -symmetry. 
One may therefore tentatively assume that the mixing matrix is 

S \J 3 symmetric rather than 1!3 -eymmetr~c. 
Apparently different arguments in favour of using SU

3
-eym

metr mixing were earlier given in refs.I191,/20/. It is con-
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ceivable that the effect of soft gluon exchanges can be repre
sented by an exchange of the Regge trajectories ( R) of the 
observed mesons in the t -channel (see fig. 1 ). Then the su3 -
flavour-exchange amplitude is decreasing with S while the 
amplitude with the exchange of the sv3 -singlet "traj ectoriee" 
R is approximately "constant". The latter is the same for all 
meson states ( ~~- C£fAotj.,')Cq,' Ao~) in the S- channel and can 
be included in the j('. The octet-R -exchange can be described 
by an effective Lagrangian :fets, -3(!.)(V.q')(ct,'An 1--)

1
h=l,.,g,that 

strongly depends on s = M~ and gives the mixing matrix rt 'J 

M.:~,Kl =-£~(/VI~Q)[b.)bt<P.- i &;K ~jd. (3.2) 

In the following deecueeion we consider the mixing mechanism 
based on eqs.(2.1), (2.2), (2.15) with the mixing matrix (3.2). 

The mixing parameter E! is large only for Q = P , an 
elegant explanation of this fact in terms of QCD has recently 
been advanced by Friedberg and Lee/11 1. Owing to the smallness 
of E: for G_ = V1 T,.. and to the approximate degeneracy of 

2. 2. masses in these mul tiplete, the M -dependence of EG can be 
neglected in the first approximation. To eave the space we shall 
write the relevant formulae for the general case not making such 
an approximation. 

With the mixing matrix (3.2) the equations for calculating 
the masses of the I= tt:z, 1 mesons belonging to the multiplet Q , 
are 

:2. 2. 2 _i 2( 2..) M G,f = ma - 2/). - 3 8ct MQ,t , (3.3) 

M!t '2. 
6 " 4 2 ( 

2
) 04> 

Q,Vz =mQ -M~ -3EQ /'(Ci,'lz ~ • 
2.. Q,'tz 2 2. 2. 

where m61 is to be determined from eq. (2 .15), b. = 6 1u • As EQ(Ml) 
is a decreasing function of f1' the equations have two solutions 
at most. Only one of them is stable in each caee8 >. The easiest 
way to see this is to draw the picture version of the equations 
as presented in fig. 2. The curves correspond to the right 
member of the equations, the stable solution is denoted by ~ , 
the unstable one- by A, the dotted lines correspond to iterations 

B) A solution is stable if and onl~ if the derivatives of 
the right-hand-sides of eqs.(3.3), (3.4) are < 1 and >-1 in 
the respective points. We shall show that this condition is 
fulfilled for the observed masses. 
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always giving the stable solutions. If e~ is independent of 
M2. , the solution is unique (the point S' ). In the case Q = P 
the pion mass, MpJ =tn1f , is very small, and this requires Ep(M"J . ~ 

to be rather large and rather strongly dependent on M • By 
inspecting fig. 2a one can infer that m~ bas a minimum if 
the curve representing the right-member of eq.(3.3) is tangent 
to the straight line OR at the point 50 • Then 

1E
2 /dm 2 =-2... ct P rr ~ (3. 5) 

This hypothesis of the minimum mass of the pion, or of the 
maximum mixing will be used later to calculate the magnitude of 
the mixing parameter £; =E~(m~). 

The isoscalar wave functions satisfy the equation 

ci~w~ -k:)'fu 11 = e~ [ -~ W"u,Q -{2. tf~,QJ (3.6) 
~ ' ~ 

(~:~Q- k~) ~,G = E~ [ -l ~,Q -.JZ llfu,J, (3.7) 

where (see eq.(2.2)) ~ 
2._ I '2. 2 2 1 2 '2 ~A 2 M I '2.. M 

K~ = tjM -LA-; k6 =2/M -1/ ,., = G or Q.' 

tV. Q ~ ~ are the wave functions in the quark basis (1.5), , J ,~ 

and the isospin invariance h~s been used. Solving this system 
we find the equations for M ~ and M <i1 

M~'2.. = m~ + ~ £~2. + 2 V(c.2-EgY2·+B£~4 (3.8) 

Mz. == vn2. +iic::t. - 2~(.62.-'"2.)2.+ 8e'f 
G Q 3Q ~ QJ (3. 9) 

2. ( 2. 
where E& = E<i1 (M Q) , Efi2 = eti!( H ~ ) • The eigenvectors corresponding 
to these eigenvalues are to be determined by eqs. (1.4), and 

~eM&= 2J2E; [A2-E;+Y(A2.-E~)2 +8t:.: J-: 0.10) 

To obtain tg eM~ one has simply to subati tute here CQ by E~. 
The solutions of eqs.(3.8), (3.9) are stable tor all ob

served particles. 
Eqs. (3.3), (3.4), (3,8), {J.9) constitute the solution 

of the mixing problem tor all multiplet&. Now assume cQl to be 
independent of M~ and introduce the notation 

M =2AA 2._ 2. .t t2._ ,.._ ;._ (3.11) 
f¥,0- ,.,Q,V,t -Mfi,f I I)&= M(i-MiV,fl bli- MQ -M~¥,0 
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After simple calculations the following mass formula can be 
derived9) 

2. .<( 12. 

s:(1 + M'~~M~) = 2b~ -1- b142 ) (3.12) 
q fl M'62 -M~ 

By substituting masses in the first of the definitions (3.11) by 
squared mae•es the Schwinger's formula can be reproduced, 

2. ctl 
If the mixing parameter is small, the o~ and o Q are 

very ~mall due to the approximate equalities MQ ~ Mq 1 (e. g. , 
W~f , A2 -;:;t) and M~.:::: MQo which follow from eq~. (2.9)
(2.11). Then, neglecting in eq.(3.12) the terms of second order 

z. '2. in SQ and 5~ , we obtain an approximate mass formula which 
for the vector mesons is 

2. 2 2cl+f2
'"'"' 2(2t<v-f) +W. o.n> 

The prediction of this formula for the _f mass is J =. 7726, 
while the exact formula predicts y = . 7728. With regard for the 
uncertainty of the J mass (electromagnetic splitting) the beet 
prediction for the J -mass is J =. 773(!). 004 .J C Kv). Hereafter 
we employ the notation (±), ( ... ) for errore correlated to the 
erro?B in the variable (e.g.,(Kv)) written in the parentheses. 

Now, the masses of other vector mesons allow us to fix 
other free parameter 

2 t:/-= ~z_-uz =,1086(+).0007, Ev = ,002.0 C+).OD08/ (3.
14

) 

m: =. gn(±).Oo4 I e'"" =8'1' =(~.S"l=t=-).6) 0 1 ev =(36.'6C~),Gf. 
Here all the errore are correlated to the errore in Kv • 

Applying eq. (3.12) to the tensor meson one can predict 
the mass of the Kr by using the input masses A2 ,-f,.f' : 
KT= 1.421:t.oo6. This is slightly different from the mass quoted 
in ref / 23/ ( KT = 1,434:t,oo5 ). , but the statistical average 
(with Student's distribution) of the world data gives another 
result, KT= 1.4237:!:,0015/23/, which is in good agreement with 
our value, For this reason we take Kr= 1.421 as an "experimental" 
KT -mass. For similar reasons we consider J = • 773 as an "expe
rimental" J -mass. 

9) Strictly speaking this formula is valid only for L=O. 
If L-t-0 , eqe. (3.3), {3,8), (3.9), (3.10) depend on .t.~ =Ati 
instead of A',. (see eq.(2,8)), As far as the difference t.'-}!~,Ci 
is very small (~,022} with respect to the squared masses of t~e 
L =.i mesons we can approximate the D 2 in eq. (3.4) by D2

ef 
without loosing the accuracy, Then we arrive at the mass formu
la (3. 12) for the L = j multiplete. 
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As the mixing parameters e;,~~ are slightly different and 
are larger than £3 we calculate an average mixing parameter 
E.; by taking half-sum of eqe,(3,8) and (3.9), the parameter m~ 
being fixed by tbe A2 mass. The reeul t is 

E:: =-.ott-4, e,::: e.f~~ -5.6°. 0.15) 

Due to tbe approximate relation ef:>:;f- eo 'where ~8o=);, 
(see (1.7)), we can write the simple approximate expression 

2 

+<a e.f '"'-J (Ji -V3 )(~ + {6)-1. 
) 

(3.16) 

which is easy to remember. 
A more careful analysis of the vector and tensor multiplets 

indica tee that E.J (M') and E,-?..(M1.) are smooth-decreasing func
tions of M 2. • However, the present data on~ masses do not allow 
us to extract this dependence with good precision. On the cont
rary, this dependence is very pronounced in the peeudoecalar 
nonet. 10 ). 

In this case there are 4 masses and 5 unknown parameters 
222 2.. 2. YYip, £1r 

1 
£K 

1 
El? and E7, • As pointed out above, tbe independen-

ce of £2 on Mt results in a too large prediction for the pion 
'2. 2 

mass. This is easy to understand if e1r ~€f. In fact, assuming 
E~<.~E'l ~ E"'' one can obtain E;:::-.5, £i~ .1. It is interes
ting to observe that E;-~.62. , e; ""'A2 (2 • Very probably, 
the last relation is not accidental. Indeed, regarding ?:L as 
a function of E: , one can obtain from eq.(3.9) tbe remarkable 
result: the mass of the ? meson bas a maximum for E"l

2 = A 2/.z 
(d·,{;de{ = 0 

1 
dV/d(E~)2 > 0 for £,;L=L::.?/2 ), and 

t'J e = { 1 rz , e ~ = eo , e p r, ) '£:. - 1 9. it 7- ~ 
Thus, a aimpie pattern of mixing in tbe peeudoecalar nonet emer-
ges - tbe pion mass is minimum and tbe 7 mass is maximum 
possible, 

2. 2. 
Wi tb tbe observed dependence of t-p on M , the last eta-

z_ A.._ 
tement is only approximately realized, If we take E~ = ~ and 
calculate tbe unknown parameters by using the peeudoacalar masses 

• '2. '-) 1<2. M' z. we f1nd a variation of E. (M in the interval :=- :'S ~ to be 
too large: 

E; ,..._, 1032) 
!l.rv 

E~< =. 05"09 J 
t- ~ ""' , 05't 3/ s ;, ::::: . as o'l 

~OJ We are not discussing other multiplete aa their experi
mental etataa is unclear. 
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Assuming a more realistic approximation £..... '== EK we obtain 
"2. 2."- < <--'{ 

EIT = .~038 I El( = E~ = .0605' I £,, = 01)03 
0 ' (3.17) 

e.,= 3'f.t5 1 e'l' =33.&6°, e,(?J=-1t.S3<)_, e,.r1:J=-2o.ggo 
These values of the parameters satisfy the simple relation E.,Z + 
+8 1, S: /':;~ • With this relation as an input the parameters are 

~,_ :l_ z._ 2-_ 
£; =,(03£> 1 £K -,0602.> E.'l-,0582 1 Elf' -,Oi)04 (3. 18 ) 

e~=36.19"1 e,~=33.90", 9p(1)=-18,25v, e,{7J=-20,9't 0
• 

We regard this result as a moat reliable description of mixing 
in the paeudoacalar multiplet. 

The next section is devoted to an attempt to explain the 
M~-dependence of Ep~ in QCD. All the above procedures of calcu
lating the mixing angles are in fair mutual agreement and give 
Bp(~)= (17.5+20) 0 , and 8p(7•)=-(20T-2~)

0

• The data discussed by 
Okubo/221, are in very good agreement with these mixing angles. 
With due regard for the large experimental errore, the tensor 
and vector angles are not at variance with the data. 

4. Mixing and QCD 

The dependence of c:;(M~) can be qualitatively explained 
by the relation E.2 (M"l.)~o£;(M"'J. where c:X5 (M1) is the "Sommer
feld constant" for the juark-gluon interaction (related to the 
invariant "charge")/1/- 61. As far as we are trying to apply 
QCD in the resonance region, where this constant is not small, 
we have to somewhow take into account the higher order contribu
tions. With this in mind, we assume that 

E(Mz) '"'-'ol5 (M 1 ) [1 + Aol5 (M 2)]-.L 
) 

(4.1) 

where ~ is some unknown constant, responsible for these contri
butions to £Ct-1"). To make this relation useful, some explicit 
expression for ~~(M2) is needed. The renorminvariant perturba
tion theory result for the ols(Ml)is (see e.g/21 ,/6/) 

a'£;(/-1 1 ) =o/. 0 [1 +tXo<00 (M 2 )]-.!., (4.2) 

2.) . z where Go(H 0 =-0 , C(,= ols(Mo)>O, and 6"0 (M2.) repre-
sents the second-order-quark-loop contribution. For M2. ~ 0 the 
~(~2.) is logarithmically divergent so as for some finite ~~ 
the denominator in eq.(4.2) has a zero. If we believe in deriv
ing a confinement mechanism from infrared singularities of QCD, 
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a more natural assumption would be diverging 01'5 CM 2.) for 
M1 = 0 • Starting from this observation we suggest to regula
rize 0'o(M 2 ) in such a way that the denominator in eq. (4.2) 
would vanish only at M2.= 0 

Assume that 

o1 (M 2 ) = D{o [1 + ol.o f'>r (Mt)] -.i 
s ) (4. 3) 

where CO',..(M 1 )'=co'u(M2.-t-)A'), i.e., 

1 
1 2+ 1 5~.t1 + Mtt--}1

1 j en(51:z.+.+11.+}1'-j 
U:,(M )= 121r{33~ ~~/'..- ~~(,-4.+'-f'-z.+jt~ -2 l-:> 1~+1/J~i-)'7-

'!. f" 1. (4.4) 
2 ev, ( 5"c. + M.,. -t-P ~ 

- Sc'" +- 1.¥1 + }-'I.._ ' 

Here tf' is the mass of the 'J/t particle, 
quark mass, ;U is a regularizing mass, and 
normalization condition). 

c. is the c -
c:5?< LL/' .,_) = 0 (the 

As in refs / 201 ;;2 il we assume u ~m;;/:2-, then the 
quarks are defined in terms of observed 

results for 1/?.w and <1~u leading to 
masses of other 
meson masees, our 
~""" .JJ,C"-' 1.6. The final results are weakly dependent 

on quark masses. The variation of the most sensitive to the 
quark masses quantity G"~ cm:r) is ::6 5% on the interval 0 ~ 

.:::; u ~ Wl-rr !z , {ij,_,(o) varies within 2%, and other quanti
ties are stable up to 1%. 

The commonly used value of 0<'., = ols ( 4' 2
) is olo"- • 2 (see, e.g., 

121,/31 ). Solving the equation 1 + olo !Or(o)=O with this value of 
d.o we find ;.<=.115, very close to 'Wlrr= .137, as should be 

expected. In the following we simply take )A= 11)11" , eo as 
ol

0 
=- [G'm,.(o}]-.i"'. 21 ZG • We shall use the following values 

of co111,.(M~), where the index l'fl11" will be suppressed 

G'(m~) =-Lf,-1311 G'(K 2 ) =-2,611, 1;;('7.,_)=-2.466- (4.6) 
G(t]• 2 ) = -{,666 

1 
<0 1Cm;) = .2.1.f>C+).f5 _, (m-rr). 

Now we can attempt to fix the only unknown parameter ~ 
to reproduce the obtained above values of Ep(ML.) (e.g.,eq.(3.1B)). 
To achieve this we observe that eqs. (4.1), (4.2) imply the 
relation (\?>o = A +o{;.L) 

z .1 [ 2. J -_i E(m~)/E.Cml)=[~o+G'(WI.:dJ ~o+6'(m-f) . (4. 7) 

For Po,.._. 9. 5 the result (3.18) is fairly reproduced by this 
relation with the error ~ 4%. 

We can, however, obtain more interesting predictions, 
2 B 2.. by deriving the three unknown parameters t'r1 p 1 1- o and Err 
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from eqs. (3.3), (3.9) (for MQ. = '7 ) and (3.5). By using 
eq.(4.7) (or (4.1) and (4.3)) the last equation can be rewritten 
in the form 

'Z.. [ t. ]-1 3 [ I 1-..i Elf ~o+G(111~r) =g- G'(mi)j =.OI15(±).0oo6,Cm1T). (4.8) 

The right member of this is approximately equal to mil" (remark 
that G' 1(m~)~ .407 /m~ ). Numerically solving all the equations 
we have 

m~ =. 3136 ±. ooofi.) e:~ = .103±. ooJ.., 

~~+G'(m~) = ~9 ±.2 J ~o = 10,0 ±.2. (4.9) 

and the predictions for £p(M'L) are 
'Z.. 'l. ~ 

EK = .06!> ±.oot 1 E 7 =.062. ± .ooi.) c.7, = .051 ±.oof; <4 • 10 > 
m" =,'t88 ±,002..) m( = .960.±.oo!J..) 

8~=37.6°, e7, =34,12°, 9,.61)=-17.18" 
1 

epC7 'J=-2D,62'.
4

•
11 > 

These values are in good agreement with eqs.(3.17) and (3,18), 
and the predicted masses are close to the observed ones, 
average of eqs,(3.17), (3.18) and (4.11) e, =(37,07±,54) 0

, e,, = ("33.96±,14)
0

1 

9/?) =-(17.67 ±Sft)v 
1 

Gp{'?')=-(2D.7-8±.f4Y 

The 

(4.12) 

is the final result of our analysis to be later confronted with 
experiment. 

The success of the naive extrapolation of the simplest QCD 
relations into the domain where they are certainly not applicable 
cries for a discussion. Note that the results are rather sensi
tive to the choice of ~o because of the strong dependence of 
10' 1( m}) on this choice. As the above two estimations of p., 
are close to each other (~0 ~ 9.5, f•"" 10) the choice o/v"' .2 
seems to be quite reasonable. Only £; and Yn7r are sensitive 
to ol. , while other parameters remain fairly stable. 

There exist two important dimensional parameters in our 
theory - .6 2= J2. -U 'Z ~ .11 , corresponding to the mass parameter .A"-' 
IV .33, and m.,.. , or the U. -quark mass. P'or M >D. the value 
ols(tvt2.) is small c~ .!>) eo as applying the equation (4.3) is 
justifiable. P'or M ~ m7T we have ol5 (M

1
) ~ 2 , and the confi

nement mechanisms are most important. These mechanisms are 
implicit in our pheonomenological parameters t« and A , intro
duced for "correcting" the "asymptotically free" expressions. 
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The problem of a more profound derivation of such an extrapola
tion lies far beyond the scope of the present paper. We only 
mention that the modern investigations of the confinement in QCD 
/34/ indicate that main large distance (~ m;1) effects are rela
ted to a rearrangement of the vacuum state and to a quark bag 
formation. Then the qualitative feature of perturbative results, 
may be usedJwith due modifications,for describing the residual 
interactions of qua:rlte inside hadrons (a picture of "free" quarks 
in a bag). 

In conclusion we would like to mention that the results of 
this section allow us to improve the treatment of the vector and 
tensor nonets. In the first approximation £~U·f) satisfies the 
relation (4.1) with the right member risen to the 3/2 power 
(three gluon exchange). Then 

A2. = .1091 £~ = oo21 E.; =. oo15 E~=. oon 
I • j ~\1 ) l / (4.13) 

m~ is practically unchanged, and the prediction for the f mass 
is 'j = • 772. These numbers lie within the errors of the approxi
mate values (3.14), and, most important, the .t/· is practically 
the same. The improved values of E~(M1)can be calculated quite 
similarly. We leave this to the reader. 

At different stages of this work the author benefited by 
discussions of results and of relevant problems with S.Gerasimov, 
A, De Rujula, A.Efremov, 1,Kobzarev, J,Kuti, V,Matveev, A.A.Mig
dal, V,Ogievetsky, O.Rasei-Zad~h, B. Strumineky, M,Terent•ev, 
L.Prankfurt, Yu.Prokoshkin drew the author's attention to the 
important experimental results on high energy ?1~ 1 production. 
The authors of the cited references kindly sent their works 
prior to publication. All these helpful communications are kindly 
appreciated. 
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